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• Data Literacy is becoming increasingly important within higher education.
• Relegating data literacy to being taught only in
math or statistics courses leaves many students
bereft of these skills, and ignores the fact that
data is part of every discipline.
• Data Literacy should be embedded within the
higher education curriculum.
• There is no data literacy standard or framework for higher education.
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No ACRL Equivalent

Weak Connection

Some Connection

ACRL Framework for
Information Literacy in
Higher Education

Recognize that data is
integrated into everyday
life and understand its
importance to society.
Be able to formulate a
research question and
identify the nature and
extent of the data needed
to answer this question.

Comparing the ACRL Framework to
My Data Literacy Standard
9
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Standards should be
written collaboratively
in a group. Although I
consulted other standards, I created this
Data Literacy Standard
alone.
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Results

Results: Words such as <data>, <dataset>, <repository>, <analysis>,
<visualize>, <preserve>, <reuse>, <reusable>, <reproducible>, <curate>,
etc., were not used. The ACRL Framework requires people to stretch the
frames to make it accessible for data literacy.
Link: https://voyant-tools.org/?corpus=301939ee8a1a8a752d6ef62a836c9523&palette=6da920caf823b10cd
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• Examine the language used in the ACRL
Framework using Voyant Tools to see if language connected to data literacy is used.
• Create a rough draft of a Data Literacy Standard using data literacy standards and articles
for guidance.
• Compare this Data Literacy Standard to the
ACRL Framework, using a scale of four.
• Create a bar graph to show the relationship
between the ACRL Framework and my own
Data Literacy Standard.

Is the ACRL Framework for
Information Literacy relevant
for Data Literacy?

Analysis of Words Used
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Methodology

Research as Inquiry Knowledge Practice 1:
Formulate questions for
research based on
information gaps or on
reexamination of existing,
possibly conflicting,
information.
Authority is Constructed
and Contextual Knowledge Practice 2:
Use research tools and
indicators of authority to
determine the credibility
of sources, understanding
the elements that might
temper this credibility.

Be able to evaluate the
quality of data. Highquality data is data that is
reliable, accurate, timely,
and complete. Understand
that data can be lowquality due to the way it is
collected or reported.
Beyond quality, be able to
evaluate data sources to
determine relevancy and
ability to address one’s
current need or question.
Understand that there are
numerous types of data.
Data can be qualitative
(non-numeric data such as
text, images, audio files,
etc.) and quantitative
(numeric). Be aware that
all disciplines use,
discover, and research with
data.
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No ACRL equivalent.
Very loose connection.
Some connection but does not show nuance.
Strong connection.

• My Data Literacy Standard
has 27 individual standards.
To see the full table, and how
it compares to the ACRL
Framework, please go here:
https://rochester.box.com/s/uqpdgfiqxuzo0hkdoa92agkc6dro46ni

Conclusion

The ACRL Framework for
Information Literacy is not
a sufficient standard for
Data Literacy. I suggest that
an official Data Literacy
Framework be made.

